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Abstract

Yokohama Business Game (YBG) is a business game platform supporting a development, conduct and management of games. While YBG provides various types of business game and they are used in over 70 Japanese universities, there is a difficulty in keeping game balance or finding optimal strategy when developing and/or conducting a new game. For the problems, the author proposes a gaming-and-agent based modeling approach. An agent-based simulator is introduced to illustrate an effectiveness of the approach, and data generated by human player is used to design a new game. An application of the approach to SCM education is shown.
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1. Introduction

Business games are widely used for development of individual’s decision making or organization ability in universities and companies. Yokohama National University (YNU) offers business game courses in both graduate and undergraduate (Shirai, 2008). In undergraduate classes, student manages each company in a simulated market or industry in order to get a deeper understanding of management issues or business structure. In graduate, each student is required to analyze a business system and realize it as a business game. Through the semester, each student develops own business game and sometimes receives evaluation and criticism of the game being developed. This interactive modeling and testing process enables the student to improve his/her game in terms of reality or validity.

The web based business gaming support system YBG (Yokohama Business Game) is used in these classes. YBG had developed in order to support business gaming activities such as development, conduct and management of business games. Since YBG provides a game model description language and its processing system online, developer can model a game without special development environment or language processing system.

In YBG model description language, a game model is expressed as a sequence of command sentence each of which is a composition of command, function, operator, variable, numerical data and string (Fig. 1). The language is so simple that developer who does not have an experience of computer programming can easily describe his/her model. Consequently, a lot of business game model has been developed and used in practice. In spite of simplicity of the language, there still exist some problems such as model vali-
dation, model verification, and parameter tuning. In order to resolve these problems, agent based modeling (ABM) approach had been proposed (Tanabu, 2008). In this approach, the developer builds a specific game simulator which has simple machine agents using YBG, and validates the original model and verifies the specific game simulator using YBG functionality. After getting partially valid model, the developer applies the model to a gaming simulation with human players. This simulation allows the developer to improve or modify the model based on a game result and evaluation received from the players (Fig. 2).

![Fig. 1: Model description language in YBG.](image1)

![Fig. 2: Modeling cycle in YBG.](image2)
Even this modeling cycle helps the developer to improve the model being developed, YBG does not support large scale simulation such as 100,000 time periods simulation with 10,000 computer agents. When such a large simulation is required, the developer has to use a multi-agent simulator or newly create a computer program. To avoid using of multiple implementation models, the author has developed a simulator program which has affinity with YBG. The simulator consists of Perl packages and a main control program, and supports domain specific language (DSL) which is similar to YBG model description language. The game result data generated in YBG games can be used in this simulator to design a simulation for education. In this paper, through a case study of a business game modeling using YBG-like agent base simulator, we examine how gaming-and-agent approach in game modeling is effective. Application shown in this paper is a case of supply chain management education.

2. The Bakery Game

The Bakery Game is one of the most popular business game used in YBG. This was originally developed by Hiroaki Shiraishi who is an originator of YBG. Teaching materials and game source code of the game are provided as a sample for YBG user who conducts a business game in his/her class or develops a business game. In this section, we see an overview of The Bakery Game.

In the game, about ten players manage each bakery shop in a market. As a manager, each player has to decide three items every day (period). The first item is a selling price of the bread. If the price level is lower, more customers will visit to the player’s shop. The second item is a production order which means how many loaves of bread is manufactured to sell tomorrow (next period). The last one is material procurement which is how many pieces of frozen dough is needed for tomorrow. The business objective is to gain profit and maximize retained earnings (cumulative profit).

Each player can see the game result including message from game controller, sales report (Fig. 3), management information (Fig. 4) and accounting information (Fig. 5). All the data until the day before can be seen except the first day.

Let \( T \) be a number of game players. The \( i \)-th player’s decision in \( t \)-th period is a triple

\[
M_i(t) = (s_i(t), p_i(t), q_i(t)) \quad (i=1\ldots T) \tag{1}
\]

where each element is selling price, order quantity for production and order quantity for material, respectively. \( T \)-tuple \( M(t) = (M_1(t), \ldots, M_T(t)) \) of triple in \( t \)-th period is an input for the game model. \( T \)-tuple \( (s_1(t), \ldots, s_T(t)) \) of selling price, a projection of \( M(t) \), is used to distribute a total demand to each players. The distributed demand, a number of customers, is considers as an uncertainty for each team process (Fig. 6).

Most of the YBG games have a structure similar to The Bakery Game. Fig. 7 shows a part of agent based simulation model written in the DSL which is developed by the author.
Fig. 3: Sales report.

Fig. 4: Management information.

Fig. 5: Accounting information.
In the model, Japanese character is used for representing variables. Since this simulator program supports UTF-8 encoding, other character sets such as Chinese and Korean can be used. The model written in the DSL is similar to the model in YBG, therefore agent based simulation model can be easily converted to YBG system. The model for YBG can be also visually displayed. Fig. 8 shows a visual model of The Bakery Game. We can see three clusters in the model, that is, pro-
duction process, sales and distribution process and accounting calculation process. The visualization helps developer to grasp an entire structure of the model being developed.

A simulation model written in the DSL works on any system which Perl and gnuplot are installed. An example of an agent simulation for The Bakery Game is shown in Fig. 9. Each line shows changes in number of customers for the player (team) during 50 periods.

Fig. 8: Visual model of The Bakery Game.

Fig. 9: Simulation on number of customers.
3. SCM Game in YBG

As a business game, The Bakery Game has elements of production and marketing. This game is usually used for introductory business education, but it has a great potential for extension. One possibility is to extend the game for a supply chain management game. In the original game, the capacity of material supplier is assumed to be infinite, that is, the player can always receive all materials that he/her ordered previous period. By changing the condition about the capacity, The Bakery Game can be used for SCM education. Even in the original setting, the bullwhip effect is identified by comparing between the coefficient of variation (CV) for order quantity of material and demand from actual game play data.

When we introduce finite capacity characteristic of supplier, inventory cost, and/or backlog into the original game, it can be used in higher level of logistics education.

The Beer Distribution Game (or The Beer Game) is a famous simulation game for better and deeper understanding supply chain management. The game is played by teams of at least four players (Fig. 10).

The Beer Game is also implemented in both YBG and YBG agent simulator (Fig. 11 and Fig. 12). Using YBG-implemented Beer Game, we can easily collect play data from YBG server. These data sets can be used for analysis of human player’s behavior and design of agent simulation.

Fig. 10: Basic structure of the beer game.

Fig. 11: Beer Game simulation output.
Fig. 12: Beer Game written in the agent simulator.

Fig. 13 shows an example of a usage of actual game dataset gathered from YBG server. In this case, data of order quantity (order placed) is used for estimation of parameters of an inventory management model. For example, target inventory level $Y_t$ at period $t$ is sometimes assumed as $Y_t = Ld_t + z\sqrt{\epsilon_t}$, where $L$ is lead time, $z$ is a parameter for service level, $d_t$ is demand forecast at $t$, and $\epsilon_t$ is the standard deviation of the error of the forecast at period $t$.

In case of Fig. 13, parameter $L$ and $z$ are estimated by comparing average, standard deviation and coefficient of variation of order quantity of actual data to the values generated by the equation of the model. These estimates are considered to be a characteristic of the human players. After identifying characteristics of each players in a supply chain, namely estimates of model parameters, we can execute new simulation using agents defined by these parameters. Replacing a rule of one or
more agents with new inventory management method allows us further analysis for supply chain management, and a result of analysis can be apply to new business game.

4. CONCLUSION

The teacher or professor who uses YBG game in his/her class sometimes faces a difficulty in keeping game balance or in finding optimal strategy when developing new business game or conducting a game in large class. In this paper, gaming-and-agent based modeling approach was proposed. With combining YBG and YBG-like agent simulator which is implemented as a domain specific language processing system written in a general purpose programming language, a game developer can analyze his/her model more deeply in advance.

The Bakery Game was introduced as a basic and standard YBG game, and an actual example of use of the agent based simulator was shown. The model of the agent based simulator can be easily converted to YBG enable game model. The game result data generated in YBG games can be also used in the agent based simulator in order to design a simulation for education. A case of YBG implemented Beer Game illustrated an effective use of gaming-and-agent designing approach. The gaming-and-agent based modeling approach facilitates not only game developer who conduct business game as a teacher but also student who create his/her own business game in order to get a deeper understanding of a business structure, market characteristics.

Fig. 13: Spreadsheet model for designing agent based simulation using actual game play data.
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